•This presentation discusses strategies for surveillance and
vaccination in the setting of a smallpox outbreak (post-event), and
the operational issues associated with planning for and
establishing these activities.
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•How you respond to a public health emergency will depend on the
resources available.
•As authorities develop their emergency smallpox response plans,
the extent of the activities they’re able to do will depend on these
factors.
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•Public health response to a smallpox outbreak will require that all
suspected cases be investigated for their likelihood of being a
case, their likely source of infection (which may lead to the
identification of other cases), and the contacts that they may have
exposed
•This information will assist with determining the origin and
potential scope of the outbreak and will also help formulate the
type and level of control strategies that are required (e.g. focused
vaccination vs. larger-scale vaccination)
•Surveillance activities include finding potential cases, monitoring
contacts for symptoms, and monitoring vaccine effectiveness and
adverse event rates
•These surveillance activities will assist in assessing how well the
control strategies are working and if they need to be modified
during the course of the outbreak
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•The clinical case definition for smallpox is shown here.
•It describes the most typical clinical presentation of the disease
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•Case classifications for smallpox are:
•Confirmed: case with lab confirmation or meets the clinical case
definition and is epi linked to another lab confirmed case
•Probable: meets the clinical case definition or has an atypical
presentation but is epi-linked to confirmed case
•Suspect: febrile rash illness with fever preceding rash
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Because smallpox is no longer naturally occurring, the likelihood
that a person with fever and a rash has smallpox is very low.
Therefore, laboratory confirmation of the initial outbreak of the
disease is critical.
•It is also important that variola specific diagnostics be utilized to
confirm the first cases of smallpox.
•Modern day techniques that would be utilized to confirm variola
virus infection include polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
amplification and identification of DNA from a clinical specimen or,
•Viral isolation of variola virus from a clinical specimen that was
confirmed by PCR methods
•It is important to note that attempted culture of variola virus at
this time should be done in a laboratory that has the appropriate
containment and diagnostic capabilities
•Electron microscopy can differentiate orthopoxviruses from other
viruses, but would not tell you which specific orthopoxvirus was
present
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•There are several clinical types of smallpox that are generally
differentiated based on the rash characteristics
•The rash of ordinary type smallpox can be confluent, semiconfluent, or discrete depending upon the distance between
lesions on the face and body.
•Modified smallpox can be seen in individuals that were previously
vaccinated but not still fully protected from vaccination and
generally presents with less lesions that progess more quickly to
resolution. These individuals are usually less ill also.
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•The remaining clinical types include:
•Variola sine eruptione – occurs in vaccinated individuals that
probably have enough immunity to blunt the development of the
full clinical illness and is evident by a significant rise in neutralizing
antibody titer
•Flat type and hemorrhagic type smallpox are the most severe
clinical forms of smallpox and are associated with a very high
mortality rate.
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•Since smallpox no longer exists naturally, a single case of
smallpox would be considered an outbreak
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•Smallpox response plans should be activated if smallpox is
confirmed in a patient of an area/country or if a clinically
compatible outbreak were to occur in a new area/country after
smallpox had already been confirmed in a different area/country
•Plans may be partially or fully activated if smallpox virus were
confirmed in an environmental sample, package or device that was
associated with potential human exposure or if a large outbreak of
a clinically compatible illness were to occur although confirmation
was pending.
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•Immediate public health surveillance actions that should be taken
in response to a confirmed smallpox case are shown here
•Requiring that all suspected smallpox cases be immediately
reportable to public health authorities will assist with more rapid
implementation of control measures required for that case and
their contacts and will help define the scope of the outbreak
•Mandatory varicella case reporting will help prevent confusion
that can occur with simultaneous outbreaks of these two febrile
rash illnesses and may help identify smallpox cases that were
initially believed to be varicella cases.
•Investigation of cases will be very detailed in the early phases of
the outbreak to help define the mode of exposure and the
population at immediate risk but may become more simplified and
targeted towards assisting with contact identification and tracing
later if ongoing transmission is occurring.
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•Active smallpox surveillance would entail distributing the case
definitions to places that medically evaluate and treat patients
•Other sources, such as medical examiners or schools, may also
be targeted for active surveillance
•It is also important to make sure that all the public health and
medical authorities involved in the response have a standard set of
data collection tools that have been developed for use in
surveillance, contact tracing and monitoring, and vaccination
record keeping
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•In active surveillance, there is active solicitation of cases
•The frequency of reporting would be established by local public
health authorities and may be daily in the initial stages of the
outbreak
•Some retrospective surveillance will also be required at the
recognition of the outbreak to determine if cases occurred earlier
than the first confirmed case
•Mechanisms for reporting identified contacts that have left a
health jurisdiction must also be in place (e.g. state to state,
providence to providence, or country to country)
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•Other important surveillance activities would include the
confirmation of non-smallpox causes of rash illnesses with
laboratory testing when possible in order to provide the
appropriate treatment for the illness and more accurately reflect
the number of true smallpox cases
•Review of reported varicella cases will also be important to make
sure they weren’t misdiagnosed smallpox cases
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•There will be an extensive amount of data coming in.
•Each smallpox case should be interviewed to determine who they
have come into contact with, where they have traveled, etc.
•Each contact to that case should be interviewed to determine the
nature of their exposure to the case (time, length, etc.) and their
current state of health
•Contacts should be vaccinated and monitored for symptoms of
smallpox. There are no contraindications to vaccination for those
exposed to a smallpox case.
•Household members of the contacts should be interviewed to
determine if they have risk factors for the vaccine and vaccinated
if they do not. If they do have risk factors, they should consider
staying outside of the household during the contact surveillance
period, avoiding any exposure the contact while they are under
surveillance, so that they won’t be exposed if the contact develops
smallpox.
•In addition, vaccine takes and adverse events monitoring will be
critical. Authorities should be prepared to deal with a large
amount of data and be ready to analyze the data quickly so that it
can be useful in assessing the effectiveness of the containment
strategy.
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•Case reporting forms that are developed should, at a minimum,
capture:
-demographic information
-Medical and vaccination history
-Clinical presentation of the case and its initial classification
-Exposure and source of transmission
-Contacts
-Laboratory data
-Final outcome
-And final case classification.
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•During the initial phases of an outbreak, the goal of your
investigations will be to establish the diagnosis, identify contacts,
identify the source of the initial exposure, and ascertain if there
are any unusual features of the outbreak.
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•If transmission is ongoing, the goal will be to monitor and
describe the outbreak and to continue to identify contacts in order
to intervene with the appropriate public health measures.
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•It will be important for public health and medical
authorities/responders to remain flexible and ready to alter
strategies quickly.
•Scenarios may turn out different from what is predicted by early
investigation data
•Prior to a smallpox bioterrorism event, we have no way of
knowing whether we would see a few cases or a large scale event.
•There is also the theoretical possibility that the virus strain was
altered to make it more virulent or less affected by vaccineinduced immunity.
•Planners should be prepared to analyze the data for any unusual
characteristics of the outbreak in order to adjust response
strategies appropriately
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•I will now talk about vaccination strategies that may be utilized to
assist in containing a smallpox outbreak
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•When deciding on how to focus smallpox response efforts, several
factors should be considered
•First is the vaccine supply. The number of available doses could
make the difference between focusing only on the high-risk ring of
direct contacts and their close contacts, or expanding the focus to
include an entire community or population
•The extent of the outbreak is also important.
•Is the outbreak confined to one small area?
•Or are there multiple areas in various places around the
country?
•Localized cases may allow vaccination to be focused on a smaller
number of people. Multiple initial cases in several areas of a
country could indicate a that multiple intentional introductions of
the virus has occurred and lead to an early decision to immunize
the entire population.
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•During the eradication program conducted in the 1970s, it was
determined that vaccination focused primarily on the close
contacts to smallpox cases was very effective in halting outbreaks,
even in areas where there was a low percentage of previous
vaccination.
•Occasionally, depending on the makeup of the area, number of
contacts, or contact tracing resources, broader vaccination was
added to help break a chain of transmission.
•Broader vaccination was possible because vaccine was readily
available, giving options to public health planners that they may
not have currently.
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•How do you go about defining a vaccination strategy?
•Current Realities:
•At this time, there are no known cases of smallpox.
•It is unclear if there are individuals, groups, or
governments that have smallpox for use as a weapon.
•Since regular vaccination with smallpox was stopped
worldwide over 20 years ago, there are entire populations
who are vulnerable to infection with smallpox virus
•There are many more people at risk from adverse events
from vaccination than there were 20 years ago (e.g. more
people with immune system disorders, transplants, and
cancer treatment)
•There are limited vaccine supplies worldwide. Even if we
wanted to immunize everyone in the world today, we
couldn’t do it with the supplies of vaccine we have
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•The “Ring Vaccination” strategy has been used successfully in the
past to stop smallpox outbreaks. It was the only strategy used for
control of smallpox in Australia
•This strategy involves vaccinating the contacts of the case, and
their own close contacts in order to interrupt the chain of
transmission.
•Vaccinating the close contacts of the contact (e.g. household
members of contact) provides protection to individuals who are
likely to be exposed if the contact develops the disease while
under surveillance at home
•The strategy provides a “ring” of vaccinated/protected individuals
around the case and their contacts to prevent further
transmission. After a case and their contacts are identified, anyone
coming into contact with them while they are potentially infectious
would be vaccinated and protected.
•This has been so useful because we know that most transmission
of smallpox occurs from close contact
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•A primary contact is a person in contact to a confirmed, probable
or suspected cases of smallpox during the infectious period.
•A secondary contact (or contact of contact) is a household
contact of a primary contact or a person who works in the
household of a primary contact
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•While the ring vaccination strategy is our primary means of
stopping the immediate chain of transmission, we know that it
depends on the prompt identification of contacts, which means
having trained personnel who can do this
•This strategy allows us to maximize the effectiveness of a limited
vaccine supply by targeting vaccination to those at highest risk
while minimizing the risks of adverse events by vaccinating only
those who really must be vaccinated because of their high risk of
infection
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•Reviewing the ring vaccination strategy:
•High-risk contacts are defined as people having close, faceto-face contact with a smallpox case, usually within 2 meters
or 6.5 feet, and/or household members of a smallpox case.
•If we can immunize these contacts within 3 days of
exposure, we might be able to prevent a case completely, or
at least lessen the severity of the disease if they do develop
the disease
•These close contacts should be monitored for fever, the first
indication of possible smallpox infection, for at least 18 days
from their last exposure to the smallpox case
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•For the close contacts of a smallpox case, there are no
contraindications for the use of vaccine because they are at high
risk for developing the disease.
•Development of smallpox would present a greater risk to
the contact than adverse events.
•Adverse events may be treatable with vaccinia immune
globulin (VIG) or newer antiviral medications (cidofovir),
while there is no known treatment for smallpox
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•Contacts of contacts who do not have contraindications should be
vaccinated
•Contacts to contacts who have vaccine contraindications (e.g.
immune suppression, eczema/atopic dermatitis), should not be
vaccinated and should stay elsewhere and avoid seeing the contact
until the contact is no longer under surveillance for the
development of smallpox
•Unlike direct close contacts of smallpox cases, the contact’s
household members are not at risk of developing smallpox
unless they are exposed through the contact developing the
disease while being monitored at home.
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In addition to contacts of smallpox cases, other groups to identify
for priority vaccination include:
-Anyone else potentially exposed to the initial virus release that
doesn’t have symptoms of smallpox (vaccinate if ill but unsure of
cause or if isolating patients together)
-Public health, medical, and transportation personnel who will be
potentially exposed to smallpox patients during their work
activities
-Laboratory personnel who would potentially handle specimens
from smallpox cases
-Support staff in the hospital who have exposure to the linens,
clothes and waste from smallpox patients
-Other groups to consider vaccinating, even though they may not
have direct patient care or evaluation responsibilities would include
the other response support personnel, and other essential service
personnel who must be maintained at full staffing
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•To vaccinated contacts and personnel, vaccination sites and
procedures should be established
•Establishing central designated clinic sites will minimize vaccine
wastage.
•If personnel and vaccine supplies are adequate, it may be
possible to consider the option of vaccinating contacts wherever
they are located (home, work, etc.)
•No matter what strategy for vaccination is chosen, establishing
an adverse events reporting system is important
•Establishing a system to ensure all those exposed are either
vaccinated or managed appropriately with isolation is also
essential.
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•The identification and timely follow-up and vaccination of contacts
to smallpox cases is an essential outbreak response activity
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•

Since smallpox is a contagious disease, once a case is
confirmed, the highest priorities for public health officials are
to reduce the risk of ongoing transmission by isolating the
case to prevent exposure of others and identifying and
vaccinating close contacts of the case

•

Any vaccination strategy for containing a smallpox outbreak
should still utilize this concept. Vaccinating and monitoring
a “ring” of people around each case and contact will help to
protect those at the greatest risk of contracting the disease,
as well as form a buffer of immune individuals to prevent
the spread of disease.

This strategy is more desirable for the following reasons:
1.

Focused contact tracing and vaccination, combined with
extensive surveillance and isolation of cases, was successful
in stopping outbreaks in the eradication program and was
the only strategu used for smallpox control in Australia

2.

Adverse events would be expected to be higher in an
indiscriminate vaccination campaign due to vaccination of
persons with unrecognized contraindications.

3.

Current supplies of smallpox vaccine would be exhausted
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quickly if an indiscriminate campaign was utilized.
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•It is important to remember that smallpox is a contagious disease
that spreads among susceptible individuals.
•Transmitted predominately by droplets at relatively close range
•Individuals who have had close, prolonged contact with a
smallpox patient are at the highest risk for developing infection.
•By priority vaccinating and monitoring these people, we can stop
the chain of susceptible people who pass on the disease.
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•Since the length of time and closeness of exposure increases risk
for contacts to become infected, the main tracing and vaccination
efforts should be focused on contacts we know are the most at risk
(e.g. household contacts), to make the most efficient use of
limited resources and staff to more efficiently stop the outbreak.
•It is important to remember that even if resources aren’t limited
and/or a broader vaccination approach is implemented, it is still
imperative that close contacts and their household contacts are
identified, vaccinated, and monitored for the development of
disease
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•

In order to quickly interrupt the chain of transmission, there
are several actions that must be taken:

1.

Diagnose and isolate patients early in the course of illness.

2.

Quickly identify and vaccinate those individuals who’ve had
close contact with the patient.

3.

Vaccinate the people in close contact to the primary contact
to the smallpox patient to provide a ring of protected people
around that persons if they develop smallpox

4.

Monitor the primary contacts for development of disease in
order to quickly isolate them and begin the process of
containment for them if needed.
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•What contacts should be identified first?
•All who’ve had direct, face-to-face contact with the patient.
Household members are usually at the highest risk because of the
closeness and extended length of contact.
•Other face-to-face contacts after the onset of fever in the
smallpox patient
•The close contacts to the primary contacts (or contacts of
contacts) should also be identified
We also need to vaccinate the contacts of those contacts who may
have had less extensive contact with the case and who can
provide an additional buffer from the patient, in the event the
contact becomes ill.
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•How to determine who’s at the highest risk?
•People who spent more time with the patient.
•People who had face-to-face contact of around six feet or
less with the patient.
•Other factors that may be considered include characteristics
of the smallpox case including clinical type, day of illness
(infectiousness is highest in the first several days of rash
onset), whether or not the patient had a cough etc.
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•Must conduct a detailed interview of smallpox patient to establish
known contacts and potential contacts. Determine contacts since
onset of fever. Also determine activities and movement of case in
the 3 week period before onset of fever. This may help identify
where index case exposed as well as additional cases if more
people exposed at same time.
•Conduct detailed interview of identified contacts. This will help
establish the level of risk for the contact, and provide additional
clues as to the source of exposure for the case patient.
•Interview also allows you to establish a relationship with the
contact, who you will need to visit or contact at least daily during
their monitoring period to ascertain their status (ill or not ill).
Should also use this opportunity to assure that the contact and
their contacts are vaccinated.
To monitor outbreak control efforts, a database should be
established to track all cases and contacts. This will allow the
outbreak to be better monitored, will put in some controls to
assure appropriate case management, refine outbreak control
strategies and might provide clues as to the source of the
outbreak.
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•When interviewing the contact, determine the health status of the
contact. Do they have a fever? Any signs of illness? Any signs of
rash that could indicate they are already developing smallpox?
•Obtain a day-by-day history of the contact’s activities since the
smallpox case developed their fever. If this correlates to some of
the smallpox case’s activities, it could supply other contacts to the
index case who haven’t been recognized for follow-up.
•Identify a list of contacts to the contact. They should explore
household contacts, and other close, non-household contacts, in
places outside of the house, such as work, school, etc.
•Household contacts of contacts should be vaccinated. May
consider expanding vaccination to contacts outside of home if
contact not confined to home during monitoring period for
symptoms
•This data should be maintained in a database for evaluation of
the larger outbreak.
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Other questions that should be asked of the Contacts and their
close contacts:
•Demographics (name, age, address, etc.)
•Vaccination Status and History (previously smallpox
vaccination, date, etc.)
•Health Status – (any current symptoms that may indicate
developing smallpox?)
•Adverse Reactions to previous smallpox vaccines?
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•The highest priority for vaccination are contacts of cases and
after that, their close contacts.
•Household members of contact should be screened thoroughly for
contraindications to smallpox vaccine.
•Check for history of conditions such as eczema,
immunosuppressive diseases or medications
•If household contact with serious contraindication to vaccination
and is not vaccinated, they should stay outside of home for
duration of monitoring period so that they won’t be exposed (and
require urgent vaccination) if the primary contact develops
smallpox in the home
•If vaccine is brought to the contact home, the contact and their
household contacts should be vaccinated. Otherwise, the
interviewer should assure that the contact and their household
members are taken to an established vaccination site to receive
vaccination
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•If a smallpox patient went to work or school after the onset of
fever, it may be difficult to identify all the people that had face-toface contact so should vaccinate everyone in the building during
the time the patient present.
•However, you could also consider limiting your contact
management to those whose work locations are close to the
patient’s and those who worked directly with the patient if there
was limited movement of the patient in the building
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•Contacts who do not have fever or rash at the time of interview
must remain under active surveillance for 18 days after their last
contact.
•Contacts must monitor and record their temperature in the
morning and early evening of each day.
•Each day before 8pm, they must call or be called by a designated
person (or staff at a designated phone number) to report their
daily temperatures, health status, and any severe reactions
following vaccination.
•During surveillance/monitoring period, health officials may elect
to allow them to continue their usual daily activities as long as no
temperatures of more than 101F (38C) are measured.
•They should not, however, travel away from their city of
residence. If they have a temperature, they must remain in or
immediately return to their own home.
•If they have two successive temperature readings of 101F (38C)
or higher, they must contact health department personnel
immediately, remain at home, and have contact only with
vaccinated household members until they can be further
evaluated.
•On day 7 following vaccination, must confirm s
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•Vaccine take for contacts and their household members and other
vaccinated close contacts. Persons with no take should be revaccinated.
•Vaccination should be repeated if vaccine take not evident
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•Contact tracing teams (or 2 or more) preferable to individuals if
possible. Allows for more efficient follow-up and could help
improve security for teams
•Given the number of daily contacts any one person can have,
public health authorities should be prepared to field numerous
teams in order to quickly manage the contacts.
•Supervisory structure should be established in order to monitor
activity and provide quality assurance.
•If the outbreak grows too large for the number of case
management teams, the supervisory structure can prioritize team
contact tracing activities according to the level of risk for different
groups of contacts (e.g. focus only on household contacts)
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•A database should be established to record all contact
information.
•A database would make it easier to determine spread and attack
rates in order to improve epidemiologic response. This can help
supervisors ensure that all known contacts receive follow-up. This
can also help public health authorities better define their staffing
needs
•Databases will require data entry staff to support the teams, or
technology that will allow the case managers to enter data while
onsite (e.g. handheld PDAs, laptops, etc.)
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•With fewer cases, all contacts can be followed by case managers.
•If the case and contact count becomes large, concentrating on
the highest risk contacts will allows for the best use of limited
personnel or vaccine resources and best chance at containment.
•If enough vaccine is available, larger-scale community
vaccination could be done in addition to high-risk contact
identification and vaccination. This activity would increase the
chances of achieving vaccination of contacts that weren’t
previously identified, as well as decrease the number of people in
the community at risk of disease if unidentified contacts develop
smallpox.
•However, even if larger scale community vaccination is offered,
contact tracing, vaccination and surveillance activities should
continue as new cases are identified.
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•The general public may not understand the potential
effectiveness of the ring vaccination strategy
•They may also not understand why it should always be used, no
matter what other vaccination strategies are employed
•Most will expect and demand widespread vaccination, even if the
outbreak is small.
•If population-wide vaccination is not possible or will not be used
in an area in response to a smallpox outbreak, then public health
authorities must conduct extensive pre-outbreak education
programs to inform about the effectiveness and need for this
strategy to prepare the community before the panic of a smallpox
outbreak
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In conclusion:

•Contact identification, tracing, and vaccination and
surveillance of contacts are CRITICAL to interrupting
smallpox transmission, even if larger-scale vaccination is
implemented.
•Must be continued throughout the entire outbreak.
•Inadequate response due to insufficient personnel or
delays in fielding personnel increases the likelihood of
failure to interrupt chains of transmission AND leads to
more cases, more vaccine needed, and a longer lasting
outbreak.
•Public understanding of the effectiveness of
containment will be essential.
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